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“Formjacking” 
 

Formjacking, also known as form hijacking, is a new type of cyberattack that affects consumers 
making online purchases.  It occurs when criminals use malware to take over a vendor’s 
payment form page and collect consumers’ personal information at checkout.   
 

How it works: When an individual makes a purchase on a formjacked site, their credit card and 
other personal information are transferred to the criminal’s servers when the individual clicks on 
“Submit” to place the order.  The process is completed as a legitimate transaction, and 
consumers are not aware that they are victims until the stolen information is later used.  Once 
the criminals capture the formjacked information, they sell it to other criminals, make fraudulent 
purchases in the victims’ names, or steal the victims’ identities.     
 

What you can do to limit the effectiveness of formjacking:  

•    Check your credit card statement every month and monitor your card balances regularly,    
   especially if you recently completed an online form on which you disclosed personal    
   information. 

•   Make sure your Internet security software has the latest updates installed.  

•   Check your credit scores regularly. 

•   “Freeze” your credit with the 3 major agencies (Equifax, Experian, TransUnion).  This will    
  prevent anyone with your personal information from opening new accounts in your name.     
  You will have to “unfreeze” the account, however, if you wish to obtain a mortgage for a   
  house or a loan for an automobile.   

•   If you suspect you’re a victim, immediately notify your bank or card company.  

•   Individuals who do not conduct online transactions are not at risk for becoming victims of  
  formjacking.                                                                                             [Resource: Norton Security] 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Income Tax Scams  
 

 Tax identity theft: Last week (February 3-7, 2020) was designated as Tax Identity Theft   
 Awareness Week.  The objective was to help taxpayers reduce their chances of being victimized  
 and to better understand how the scammers operate.  

 

Tax identity theft occurs when someone uses your Social Security Number to file a phony tax 
return in your name and collect your refund. You don’t realize what has occurred until you try to 
file your return and the IRS rejects it as a duplicate filing.  The simplest way to avoid being a 
victim is to file your returns as early as possible. The longer one waits to file, the greater the 
chance that a criminal with access to your personal information could collect a refund to which 
you are entitled. 

 
 IRS impostors: Impostors pretending to be from the IRS call victims on the phone claiming    
 money is owed for back taxes.  The scammers demand that the money be paid with a gift    
 card or prepaid debit card.  They threaten victims with arrest if payment is not made  
 immediately.  Victims who comply with the scammer’s request and send payment lose the  
 money and are unable to recover it.   

 

 Taxpayers should know that the IRS does not communicate with individuals who owe  
 money for taxes by telephone or email.  Instead, the agency sends these individuals letters with     
 information about payment options and instructions as to how payment should be made.   

                                                                                                                                                                            [Resource: FTC] 


